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Motivation:  The loss of atmospheric particles to 

space is thought to have played a role in the evolution 
of Martian climate over the past ~4 billion years. Due 
to its lack of a global magnetic field, the solar wind has 
more direct access to the upper layers of the Martian 
atmosphere, and can drive non-thermal the escape of 
charged particles (ions) from the atmosphere. Two 
spacecraft (Phobos 2 and Mars Express) have directly 
measured escaping ions, and the MAVEN spacecraft 
en route to Mars is equipped with ion instruments to 
measure escape. 

Two important goals of ion escape measurements 
are (1) the assessment of a total contemporary ion es-
cape rate, and (2) a determination of the variability in 
ion escape rates controlled by various Sun and solar 
wind drivers. A third goal is an improved understand-
ing of the individual processes responsible for remov-
ing ions from the atmosphere. 

Spacecraft measurements  provide ground truth for 
each of the goals mentioned above. But the measure-
ments are also limited by their in situ nature; they can-
not tell us about the state of the entire system at once. 
Thus, the community often complements the meas-
urements with global models for the Martian plasma 
environment and ion escape. A number of models are 
currently being used, and employ a variety of physical 
assumptions and implementations. 

Our goal in this presentation is to discuss the con-
nections between measurements and models, and to 
demonstrate strategies for determining global escape 
rates that utilize both. 

Approach:  We ran three different global plasma 
models for three different sets of input conditions, cor-
responding to solar minimum, solar maximum, and 
solar storm conditions. The models employ MHD, 
multi-fluid MHD, and hybrid assumptions. The model 
results were then convolved with various spacecraft 
trajectories to devise methods for comparing meas-
urements with models to determine escape rates. 

Four different limitations of the measurements 
were considered: limited spatial coverage of a space-
craft orbit trajectory, limited field of view of charged 
particle instruments, variable upstream conditions, and 

constantly varying Mars (and crustal magnetic field) 
orientation with respect to the incident solar wind. 

In each case we determined the fraction of escaping 
ions that would be measured by spacecraft instruments, 
compared to the modeled loss rates (see Figure 1). 
Through this comparison we determined scaling fac-
tors that can be applied to measured loss rates in order 
to match the models.  

Results:  The scaling factors described above range 
from ~1.1-4.0, depending upon the model and input 
conditions. We will show how these scaling factors 
vary with spacecraft orbit geometry and instrument 
field of view, as well as external conditions. The re-
sults have implications for the interpretation of previ-
ously published ion escape rate measurements, as well 
as upcoming MAVEN measurement strategies. 

 

 
Figure 1: Illustration of the influene of limited space-
craft orbital coverage on estimates of global ion loss 
rates. The right panel shows the flux of oxygen ions 
passing through a planar surface behind Mars predicted 
by a mult-fluid simulation for solar maximum condi-
tions. The left panel shows what a representative orbit-
ing spacecraft might measure. In this case, the space-
craft would determine a loss rate that is only 67% of 
the total simulated loss rate, requiring that spacecraft 
measurements be scaled by a factor of 1.5. 
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